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IA Commitment to Peace
While some students carried banners and signs in Washington last Sunday, others remained on the homefront to partake in
"this year's Parents' Weekend. A number of activities kept students busy showing off their College with curious parents in
tow. Story on page eight. Photo by Rodger PelagallL V
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Accoutered with the painted panoply of soldiers for peace, approximately 60 students from The College off Wooster
participated in the May 3rd March on the Pentagon in Washington, D.C. Representatives of numerous groups united to
protest the Reagan administration's intervention in El Salvador. Story on page six. Photo by John Adams.
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Monday morning I encountered a tired and sunburned but satisfied
group of students who had participated in the People's Anti-Wa-r
Movement's March on the Pentagon the day before Those who had
sacrificed their weekend to protest our government's intervention in D
Salvador came back from Washington trailing optimism and anticipating
that their involvement would somehow represent itself in large-scal-e
pubfic acknowledgement of the March. More importantly, there were
united expectations that the ReaganHaig administration would stop
hovering orranously over El Salvador long enough to realize the
repercussions of landing US advisors in the Junta.
Unfortunately, press coverage following the March has helped tp
diffuse the multitude of PAM supporters into fragments of perversely
perceived "human interest groups." Wooster's Daily Record (which, if
nothing else can be said in its favor, presents an accurate assessment of
the overriding political views in our city) pounced on the opportunity to
segment the PAM marches into "a potpourri of groups including foes of
nuclear energy, supporters of - Puerto Rican and Palestinian
independence, homosexual activists and those upset with President
Reagan's proposed budget cuts." Another newspaper characterized the
March on the Pentagon participants as representative of "the American
Left," though students directly involved in the March report a significant
number of out-of-the-clos- et Republicans proclaiming unharnessed
disapproval of US mffihary intervention. Who said all Republicans tell lies
as long as their trunks?
Another gross (literally) exaggeration which found its way into
Monday's papers was that the PAM march was similar to many1 of the
and--Vietnam protests of the late 1960s. While I have little doubt that the
emotion exhibited in both situations was equally intense, there was also
the much-toute-d carnage and chaos of the Nam demonstrations that the
PAM march successfully avoided (there was only one arrest for
attempting to deface the Pentagon with red paint). Television cameras
rapidly scanned the throng of people, signs raised high and spirits higher,
as orv the-scen- e reporters asked token representatives of token groups
token questions. (Young clean-cu- t ABC correspondent to Bohemian-lookin- g
SPARTACUS man with red arm band and penetrating stare:
TeB me, sir, what do you and the SPARTACUS group hope to
accompEsh here this afternoon? SPARTACUS man: "Revolution, man.
Revolution!")
Surely no one could possibly arrive at an exact figure to account for
the number of people who participated in the March, but it seems to me
there is more than a hint of suspicion in the 25,000 figure presented by
the US Park Service police and Federal Protective Service as opposed to
the 100,000 estimate of RaDy organizers. Perhaps 75,000 people took a
wrong turn and ended up in the Potomac?
h does not surprise me that the same national newspapers who have
repressed EI Salvador horror stories of children used for target practice
and women raped as a form of "social protest" would so blatantly ignore
the --STrXzryrp of the PAM march. I admit to more than a tinge of
satisfaction from the eleven Democratic congressmen who have filed a
suit against Reagan, Alexander Haig and Caspar Wemburger alleging
.they have violated the Constitutional Acts of Congress and International
Law. Sol, too many people protested in one of the biggest rallies in a
decade for it to be ignored Eke Atlanta's children. To say adequate
reportage of the March on the Pentagon has been scant is like saying US
intervention in El Salvador is dangerous. Like it or not, media memories
of the May 3rd March have disappeared faster than Reagan campaign
Criticisms of FAC Clarified
Dear Editor.
I am writing in response to
Sandy Silo's letter to the editor last
week. In her letter. Ms. Silo made
some valid criticisms of the Finan-
cial Affairs Committee of the
Student Government Association.
Several of her statements were,
however, erroneous and mislead-
ing. I would like to correct them
now.
Ms. Silo's first complaint was that
the FAC lacked "organization and
consistency": when Ms. Silo turned
in a late application, she was told
the FAC would not accept her
application, since at least five other
organizations had already been
turned down. In this aspect the
FAC remained quite consistent
no late applications were accepted,
-- regardless of the organization.
Ms. Silo also complained that
the FAC changed the deadline for
fund request applications. The
deadline was changed, but it was
changed before applications were
made available to the public. Ms.
Silo acknowledged that the FAC
"attempted" to publicize the
change, and this was done in a
variety of ways: notices of the
change were published in every
Potpourri during the application
period; the Very Weekly was
notified: a poster announcing the
change was hung on the SAB
publicity board in Lowry Center;
announcements were made at
every General Assembly meeting
(apparently Ms. Silo's representa-
tives were not regular attenders);
(cont. on page 3, coL 3)
Asinine Ticketing
Process Criticized
Dear Editor:
Most youngsters, while
"growing up", often play cops and
robbers. However, as one reaches
"maturity" he acts in a more adult
manner. The College of Wooster
Security Office, on the other hand,
is still in their childhood days, living
out their Perry Mason fantasies.
My complaint is in regards to the
ridiculous system of automobile
parking on campus. I feel once a
person registers his car with
security he should be able to park
anywhere on campus. I find it
asinine to be restricted to a
specific parking area.
I recently have been given two
parking tickets for violating my
parking area (Wagner). After
parking overnight in the Bissman
lot I awakened to find a $5 fine. It
didn't seem to matter that the
Bissman lot had at least 10 open
(cont. on page 4, col 5)
Junta Beset With Various
Perceptions of Oppression
To the Editor,
Sometimes it is impossible to
pick the right side in a conflict. El
Salvador provides a case in point.
We don't like the idea of having a
second Cuba to deal with; so we
can't side with the guerrillas. But
that doesn't automatically make it
right to choose the other side. In a
country where poverty is the only
way of life, where wealth is
extremely concentrated, and
where a military regime maintains
the status quo, the vast majority of
the people won't be ready sup-
porters of the government. At best,
what they will wish for most is to be
left alone and to escape being
caught in the cross-fire- . In any
event they can't be blamed for
thinking there is nothing o fear in a
prospective change of
government.
tt is in this context that the war
propaganda must be considered. It
doesn't take much imagination to
guess which side will appear to
represent the true interests of the
people. Whatever the motives of
the rebels may be, they can make
out a good case for supporting the
people against oppression. And
whatever our motives may be for
backing the government, we are
seen as helping that oppression. If
our side loses, we lose much face,
and probably make the result
much worse than if we had not
intervened. If our side wins, we
(who profess the ideals of freedom
and democracy) have propped up
a dictatorship against the interests
and perhaps the will of the people.
In either case, we have interfered
in the internal affairs of another
country, a sin we regularly de-
nounce when others are guilty of it.
The surprise in all this is that we
haven't learned our lesson about
no-wi- n positions. What did we
really accomplish by the overthrow
of Allende? What came of our
(cont. on page 7, col. 5) -
US Perpetrates Degradation
Of Blacks in South Africa
Guest Editorial W Lynette Parker
The March 6 issue of the Voice contained an article entitled South
Africa: 'US plays a major role in supporting fascist regime'" by Kimani
Kabogo. This article discussed the events unfolding in South Africa, the
pain and suffering inflicted on the majority Black population by the White
government, and the increasing military aggression by the South African
government. It also discussed the role the United States plays in this part
of the world.
What is occurring in South Africa is something about which every
human being should feel anger, sorrow, and shame. That a few people
can control the lives of so manv against their will is deplorable. However,
the White South African government is not just controlling the lives of
Blacks and Coloreds in South Africa, but is also subjecting them to
humiliation, degradation, harassment, poverty and all the horrors of
repression. To be forced to live in a designated area
(Bantustanhomeland), to carry a pass, to work for subsistance wages,
and to be treated as subhuman is to be made to suffer injustice and
cruelty.
This situation in South Africa is intolerable and yet many nations of the
West, including the United States, see fit to help perpetuate it. The ways
in which the United States supports the South African government are
numerous and will likely growunder the new administration. One of the
primary ways is through US based corporations which operate in, or
supply goods to South Africa. Often these goods which are supplied
(such as equipment) provide direct support for the South African
Qovernment.
In discussions in this country about involvement of corporations in
South Africa, we apparently are not dealing with the issue in earnest. If
we are truly concerned that these corporations are supporting a racist,
oppressive government, then why have we not pressured the
corporations to get out of South Africa? Why, in the end, do we always
turn our heads away and ignore what is happening?
Whenever a major corporation enters a nation, establishes a plant,
headquarters, or a subsidiary, and hires a large number of local people,
that corporation becomes a major factor in that nation's economy.
Decisions made by the corporation have a tremendous effect on the
country's economy, especially if it suddenly decides to pull out. These
corporations, thus, can strongly influence the host government to give
them tax breaks and to let them exploit raw materials, and in the case of
South Africa, the labor Blacks are forced to provide to survive.
Western corporations take advantage not only of labor in South Africa
and other Third World nations, but also of unsuspecting consumers.
European and United States companies, because of active consumer
protection groups in Western nations, have had to turn to the Third
World to market some of their products. Many of these products have
been found to be lethal or to have horrible side effects. They include
pesticides, contaminated food, contraceptives , drugs and children's
clothing made from trix'", a cancer causing agent. Because these
products are banned in their own nations, corporations sell them to
Blacks in South Africa and to other people in Third World nations, often
misleading or failing to clearly inform the people about the nature of
these products.
US-base- d corporations have also played a role in helping to provide
military support for South Africa's government. For instance, it is a US
army munitions plant which is building nuclear artillery shells bound for
South Africa which will most likely be used against men, women and
children in the continuing Namibia struggles.
The role of US-base- d corporations in supporting the minority
government of South Africa concerns me as a member of the human
race. How can I as a human being sit back and ignore the policies being
implemented in the name of profit and economic growth? How can any
person not be concerned? More importantly, how are we at The College
of Wooster a part of these corporations and the destruction of people's
fives in South Africa and the Third World in general?
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Campus Urged to
Recall Holocaust
Dear Editor,
The week of April 26 to May 2
was Holocaust Remembrance
Week and yet there was no
mention of this in the Voice or
anywhere else on campus. Being
that Max Frisch's The Firebugs was
also being shown that week I am
surprised that the two events were
not somehow connected.
Lee Merrill, in the column
Edgewise, pointed out that Max
Frisch wrote The Firebugs as an
anti-Na- zi protest in World War II
Germany, and even though the
play is meant to be a comedy, it
contains a biting truth about
human nature. Is this campus so
provincial that tt cannot remember
what happened to the Jewish
people less than 40 years ago?
Marion Owen
.
Box 2388
Voice's Left Wing Idealism
Misconstrues Junta's Aims
Guest Editorial '............. by Jamie Evans
Liberal: one who has an open
mind, not orthodox or one sided,
and I may add, not wary of
dialogue as an aid to true
education.
A one sided approach to issues
can be like too many sweets; at
first tantalizing, but sooner or later
you have to reach for the
Pepto-bismo- l. When it comes to
the Wooster Voice Tve been
running to the medicine cabinet
now for months. If you think the
Voice has been successful in giving
a truly liberal coverage to issues,
I've got a wonderful little bridge in
Washington, D.C. that I'd be
willing to sell you real cheap. To
be blunt, Fm damned mad. I don't
consider myself conservative, but
I'm finding it very hard to respect
the " left wing views that go
unchallenged in our campus
paper. So here's a little challenge
from a student who's actively
concerned with a true liberal arts
education, and is tired of being fed
an unbalanced diet of left wing
idealism.
In a recent discussion with
Senator Hatfield (opposed US'
involvement in Viet Nam before
most of us were out of diapers, has
never voted affirmatively on an
arms budget) I was surprised to
find that there is another view
concerning El Salvador vastly
different from Reagan's policy of
crush-them-comrni- es or from the
Voice's left wing nonsense.
Hatfield on El Salvador There '
seems to be - three parties
operating within the country
today, right, junta, and left. All
three are very difficult to clearly
define, apparently they are torn
from within by factional rivalries.
Because of this diversity within the
three main groups, it's very tough
to accurately pin down any given
party's real stance. This makes
taking sides a. risky business. So
why has the administration been
so quick to back the Junta?
Hatfield stated that the Junta does
back the majority; I nearly
laughed on that comment. After
reading the Voice for months, I
had concluded that the Junta was
as hated as -- the pencil necked
primates that make up the Fascist
group. Apparently not true, and to
my further amazement, the Junta
does have some positive points.
New Theater Department Conceived;
Talented Thespian's Needs Satisfied
by Edith McGandy Jefferson stated, It is essential
The proposal for a theatre major
and a theatre department was
approved at the faculty meeting
this past Monday, May 4, 1981.
The department was approved
despite scattered faculty feelings
that the addition was unnecessary. --
A few faculty members voiced
objections because There' is
already a theatre department
here. Why do we need to declare
it?," and Tm afraid a new theatre
department's funds will take away
from other department's (funds)."
The department is now a reality,
however, and the participating
faculty include Jerry Hanson,
Assistant Professor of 'Speech,
Walter - Schutz, Professor of
Speech, and Annetta Jefferson,
Associate Professor of English.
Hopefully a new staff member will .
be added in the future, depending
on EPC approval. The commit-
tee's decision will be announced
before fall quarter.
They don't just shoot nuns, they
are actively involved in land reform
and other progressive measures.
In the murder of the nuns, we see a
monster and in the reforms a
potential angel, but why back such
a sordid party? Would you believe
they represent our only sane
choice? No? Well, Hatfield thinks
they do. Are we involved in
Yankee Imperialism or honest
support of a government that- - is
preferred by the vast majority of El
Salvadoreans? Unfortunately, I'm
afraid the answer is somewhere in
between.
Hatfield does not expect
America to go charging in with the
Marines. He sees El Salvador as
not even closely resembling Viet
Nam. The Junta is supported by
the bulk of the population unlike
the Souths government and has
not been losing against the rebels.
Does Hatfield respect the Junta?
Hardly. It's that he respects the
other two parties even less; a case
of the lesser of three evils. All
parties have been involved in
killing, the left does their share of
murder, and the Fascists are not
known for their moderate
measUres either. If Hatfield does
represent the majority of members
within the Senate and Congress,
and my bet is that he does. We're
in for a long struggle in El Salvador
supporting a regime that will be
anything but ideal. On the other
hand, not to support the Junta
could be allowing the country to
take, an even more insane path
than it is currently following.
My intention in writing this has
been, on one level, to , show
another side of the many sided
debate over our involvement in FJ
Salvador, but more importantly it
has been to provide some
semblance of balance to the
opinions we read in the Voice.
Kevin, I must affirm that you have
presented a much more balanced
view than your predecessor, but
there can be even more headway
made in this area. For a liberal
education I personally need a'
diversity " of . opinions that
represent the full range of views.
From that bulk of information
allow me to make my own
decisions; I would rather not be
influenced by others' biases when
I'm paying $8,000 for a supposedly
liheral education.
that there be a fourth person.
Jefferson maintains that although
many of the course offerings in the
discipline are staggered (offered
alternate years), the load will be
heavy for three professors.
"With the development of this
department, we will attract more
students,"'' claims Jefferson. "In
the past Wooster has lost students
to other schools which had a
separate theatre department. The
needs of students going on to a
graduate program in theatre are
greater than the speech
department in Wooster can
encompass. Students in MA or
MFA programs can't compete as
strongly because they have no
background in theatre." ,
Though some students and
faculty are under the impression
that a speech department can fill
these broader needs, Jefferson
(cont. on page 5, coL 5)
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Reagan Cutbacks in Financial Aid
Certain to Affect Wooster Students
by ttianna Troyer
When you receive your financial
aid package in mid May, you may
be uncertain as to how the Reagan
administration's cutbacks effected
your package.
The Financial Aid Office, too, is
uncertain as to specific details of
how the cutbacks will affect
Wooster students, but Director of
Financial Aid, Paul Orehovec
painted a gloomy financial picture
to 30 students in Wagner lounge
Monday evening.
"Even students not receiving aid
will be affected by cutbacks," he
told the audience, "because ' the
FAC Clarifications
(cont. from page 2)
finally, the correct date was the
ony date on the fund request
applications indeed, the FAC
did attempt to make deadfine
corrections apparent to applicants.
Ms. Silo made an erroneous
statement when she wrote: "the
FAC chairperson told me I could
try applying (for funds) during the
General Assembly meeting if there
was money left." Actually, I ad-
vised Ms. Silo to come fo the Gen-
eral Assembly meeting (or send her
representatives) to remind the
General Assembly representatives
.that her organization was waiting
for funding: perhaps they would
keep this in mind when amending
the FAC recommendations. I did
not tell Ms. Silo that she' could
apply for funding at the meeting.
; Ms. Silo made a misleading
statement when she wrote, that
representatives were going to vote
on a motion to limit the number of
times a fund request could be
amended. She said this was not fair
"because it gave prior organiza-
tions a, greater chance to get
funding." The implication, of
course, is that the motion passed.
Since " the motion failed, no
organization had a greater chance
to get funding than any other. I
appreciate Ms. Silo's concern for
the FAC, and I hope these
clarifications will alleviate some of
her concerns.
Sincerely,
Monica Bowin
FAC Chairperson
College budget will be affected so
indirectly students not receiving aid
will be affected."
Orehovec outlined four areas
the administration's proposals will
affect The Work Study, National
Direct Student Loan and Sup-
plemental Educational Opport-
unity Grant programs which are
based on students' need are
expected to decrease $119,000.
The funds are given to the College
in a lump sum and officers
distribute the money among the
students.
The proposal to curtail Guaran-
teed Student Loan (GSL) funds
will affect the greatest amount of
students, since the loans are
available to students regardless of
family income. The new proposal
would allow only those students
whose family income is below
$25.000-$30,00- 0 to apply for aid.
"This is one of the most
important forms of aid for stu-- .
dents," said Orehovec "Currently,
400 students receive only the GSL
in an aggregate amount of
$900,000 and other students
borrow over and above their
current package in the amount of
$600,000. Nearly a million and a
half dollars will be effected,'' said
Orehovec gloomily.
Third, the Basic Educational
Opportunity Grant may be re-
duced $100,000. Tables to com-
pute the amount students will-receiv- e
are not available, noted
Orehovec.
Finally, Social Security Benefits,
distributed to students whose
parents are disabled or deceased
will be phased out, but the juniors
will be unaffected. " ;
The greatest blessing in all this is
the time element, according to
Orehovec. "We know the cuts are
coming, but with congressional
delays students can file GSL forms
during the summer before any
legislation is finally passed."
Orehovec spoke of unique and
difficult problems private colleges
are faced with. "We have a
historical tradition of not depend-
ing on the federal government for
support, but current high costs
force us to." .
Another vicious cycle effects our
budget, too. First, tuition qoes up.
causing more money to be allo-
cated in the budget . for - grant
funding. As more grant money is
allocated, the tuition must increase
to cover the budget increase. From
1975-7- 9 the budget for grants
increased $300,000,' and with
these new cutbacks it should be
increased about $800,000 since
last year to the projected coming
- year. We are taking a pro-activ- e
approach to the cuts," he said.
Orehovec was skeptical at the
Reagan administration's claim that
students who are "truly needy" will
be unaffected.
Info inoorc Moorlorl
for African Week
To AD Students- - J
The Africa Week Committee is
ov tons) inn intrftarSsM-k-C tr tri&rAm sfbum mm ww aiwuw w as iw
Africa to attend our .regular
meetings. These meetings are to
expose to those interested what we
intend to achieve this year. ,
Owing to the small number ot
African students on campus, and in
light of the magnitude of the.
project at hand, interested students
are encouraged to volunteer, for -
email rpsnrnihilitu rlnrinn thc
week. This would ensure , the
smooth running of the program.
The meetings are scheduled for
Wednesday, May 6th and Sunday.
May 10th in Babcock main lounge
at 7:00 PM Those who would like
to attend but cannot make the
.
mootinrx; nuu contact!
.
.
KimaniKabogo
Box 1937
Ext 245
P.S. The Africa Week Committee
is seeking people Who are in-
terested in writing about South
African issues. This could be in the
form of poems, rhymes, political
articles or any feelings about South
Africa.
The best of these articles will be
published ' in a booklet called
"Africa Week 1981" which will be
distributed during the fall. If you
are interested, please . contact
KimaniKabogo. ; -
.-
- .
'The final ' results of ' theFreshman Studies Survey have
been unavoidably delayed until
next Friday. They wffl be printed in
the Voice on Friday, May 15. -
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Perimeters
by Dave Benson
Fm back again for those of you
who thought I was gone, and nuts
to those of you who were hoping I
wouldn't return. In any case, this
edition of Perimeters is going to be
rather short. This week Fm taking
you on a bar hop, and naturally I
had to get out there and check
these places out first. Frankly, my
bladder has not been the same
since. Fm writing this quickly
before the next attack of
Beermeister's revenge.
Midterms are just about over for
almost all of us, and now comes
bar hopping time. But why bother
to go . to those places that
everybody likes to- - go to. Shoot,
you can go disco dancing at The
Red Baron, or you can go and hear
good music down at Chapter
Eleven. So, why go to those nice
places when you can trot off to a
real down-hom- e Blue Ribbon
White Socks Redneck bar...
where the real action is.
Screeching my car to a stop
outside of Bea and Nupp's, on
Palmer St. doesn't usually attract
much attention because of the
blare of country western music
inside. Bea and Nupp's is one of
my favorite places to go and drink
if I want to sit and drink. The
people there are very friendly and
are always "willing to share their
country music with you, whether
you care about it or not. they are
also more than willing to
demonstrate their prowess at a
game of pool (but don't worry they
won't demonstrate on your face
with a cuestick). To me, the
biggest attraction about the place
is low prices. If Fm ever short on
money and out on a date, we go to
Bea and Nupp's and let the
patrons drink all they want. I liktto
take advantage of good deals.
When my date is not too hep on
country music. I drive a little
SHAB - Wooster Health Fair
by Sandra Meyers
The Student Health Advisory
Board, in conjunction with the
Student Activities Board Speakers
and Topics Committee, is
ing its first annual CampusCom-
munity Health Fair, to be held on
Tuesday May 7 in Lowry Center.
The fair, which will start at 11 a.m.
and continue through 7 p.m. is the
culmination of a large effort by the
two organizations and has been "in
the works" for several months.
The purpose of the fair is to
bring the students and community
members a wide array of health-relate- d
information in a fun setting.
Activities for the day include:
demonstrations of warm-u- p exer-
cises, massage and aerobic exer-
cise: a series of 20 lectures
featuring representatives of local
organizations and prominent area
health figures speaking on such
topics as skin care, heart disease
and drug abuse: "a film series:
games: and twenty booths dis-
playing everything from vision and
hearing testing to natural make-u- p
demonstrations.
Visitors to the fair will have the
opportunity to find out what their
height, weight and percentage of
body fat are. --and will then be able
to speak to a nutritionist and
weight specialist about how to
achieve weight loss goals. There
will also be blood pressure and
lung capacity testing, - all free of
charge.
farther on down Palmer St. and
stop in Chardy's Bar and Grill
where the two of us can relax to
the soothing strains of the bells
and buzzers on the pinball
machine and romantically sip our
brewskies. Chardy's is another
one of my favorite spots. The
people are very friendly, mellow
and are usually willing to let you
bend their ear or bend yours if
you begin to talk too much.
Next on our wet-your-whist- le
stop is The Nold Avenue Bar, on
Nold Ave., of course. The Nold
Avenue Bar is Wooster-reknow- n
for their sandwiches: hot, spicy,
and delicious. If nothing else in this
world grows hair on a cueball,
these sandwiches will. And of
course NAB has enough beer to
wash down the sandwich and keep
you feeling happy.
Our next destination? The
Depot. Hell, who am I fooling.
Even my car refused to get near
that place. I couldn't find anyone
to go in first and check out the
place for me even the derelicts
refused. So I moved on down the
lane to The Loggers Inn, on the
main drag downtown. It didn't
seem to be too bad of a place, until
I noticed cockroaches racing
across the floor. One of them even
took my potato chips away from
me. I was a little leery about the
place after one of my friends went
in one night and ordered a scotch-on-the-rock- s.
The bartender
turned to him and said, "We ain't
that kind of a bar."
The last place on my list was the
Sportsmans Bar and Grill, on
S. Market St. It seemed to be a fun
little bar, or so I thought. All I
remember is the bartender
opening my beer bottles with a live
fish and this moose that kept
wandering around and staring at
me. What do you say to a moose
that keeps trying to pick you up?
The American Cancer Society,
the Heart Association. Planned
Parenthood, the American Red
Cross and various other organiza-
tions will have representatives
available to answer questions, as
well as plenty of interesting
literature on hand.
A visit to Lowry that day may
find you the right pair of running
shoes to buy or the correct way to
floss your teeth, not to mention a
chance to get a helium balloon or
win a cone from Baskin-Robbin- s.
The day promises to be an
informative and enjoyable one. so
consider dropping your frisbee and
stopping by for a while. . . for the
Health of it.
The Publications Committee is
now accepting applications for the
positions of Editor-in-Chie- f of the
INDEX yearbook, and Editor of the
THISTLE. Wooster's literary
magazine.- - Letters of application,
listino Qualifications and reasons
for applying are to be turned in to
Prof. Charles Hurst, Chairperson
of Publications, no later than
Wednesday, May 13. Questions
about the application procedure
can be directed to Prof. Hurst, or to
Marv Neaoov, INDEX Editor-i- n
Chief, and Laurel Dowd, THISTLE
Editor. Interviews will be conduct
ed by the Publications Committed
on Monday, May 18.
Edgewise
by Lee Merrill
It was on one of those boy-am-I-gonna-bel- atejaunts to the
theater that Ipassed what seemed
to be a new, but very confident
tour guide making his opening
remarks to a prospective student
and his parents: "And this is
McGraw Chapel" A quick turn
of the head reassured me that,
while it had been a while since Yd
been, to chapel, McGaw was still
McGaw and no new architectural
catastrophe had submerged itself
in Wooster soil Hence, was born
this week's column, dedicated to
McGaw Chapel and every
frustrated tour guide who, in the
name of Smooth Delivery, has
inserted a few of his own "Didyou
know's" that no, we didn't.'
"This is McGraw Chapel.
Except on --Sundays, when it's
called Westminster Church.
Actually, most people call it the
underground parking lot, but Fd
say it's about as above ground as .
you're gonna get. Fd show you the
inside of it, but the door's probably
locked. And if it's not, there may
be a ballet class going on --and I
wouldn't want you to get the
jwrong impression of the college by
seeing "a bunch of guys in black
tights and undershirts leaping
around amongst the organ pipes.
Don't get me wrong: I have
nothing against ballet --Fm glad "
they finally found a way to use
some of that Beethoven-Mozar- t
stuff. But I think it's an indictment
against our society when you
encourage a dance form where
you hold a wooden bar instead of a
partner.
"Across the street there-t- he
building with the red lobby? That's
Freedlander Theater. Sort of
looks like a red light district when
the lobby's lit up at night. You
know, I have a theater type in my
Calculus class that actually can
talk about derivatives without
rolling his r's. That's the
wonderful thing about the college.
It brings together all kinds-Gree- ks,
music majors.
"Academics? Oh, yea, we have
that here, too. Amazing thing
about this place; 'it's got
everything. Academics here are
nothing to get uptight about,
though. An important part of the
school's philosophy is not knowing
too much about one thing, just a
little about everything. Like, I have
three classes a day-a-ll in different
subjects. Some students,
though...take my roommate, for
instance. He's into ,the music"
scene. He takes three classes plus
piano lessons. Except for the two
weeks he told Mr. Dykstra he got
his fingers caught in the conveyor
belt at Lowry... Which reminds me,
we have a fine medical facility on
campus. Although, me Td rather
(cont. on page 5, col. 2)
Faculty
Comment
by Peter Hauholm
Next Thursday evening at 8
p.m.. Isaac Bashevis Singer will
. speak in McGaw Chapel. A writer
of short stories and novels, Mr.
Singer won the Nobel Prize for
literature in 1978. Needless to say.
this is an opportunity not to be
missed.
There is lots of gossip about the
politics of the Nobel Prize awards
for literature. One rumor, for
example, is that the prize commit-
tee makes a point of spreading the
wealth around from country to
country and culture to culture, not
always with regard for merit..
Writers have even been known to
lobby for it. In one of his books a
while back, Norman Mailer reflects
on having heard he was a
candidate, registers some dissap-pointme- nt
when he doesn't get the
prize, and then, with typical
humility, states his qualifications in
case the Committee needs him
another year.
But there were no objections when
the prize went to Singer. The only
surprise I remember reading about
was that the Committee had made
so good a choice given the relative
obscurity of the writer. For years.
Singer had been writing his stories
in Yiddish for the Jewish Daily
Forward and then supervising their
translation. The method was
understandable (Singer's English is
fine, but one probably writes best in
one's most comfortable idiom), brf
it was hardly the way to get
noticed: the Forward's readership
was not large.
In more recent years- - even
before the Prize Singer has been,
Contemporary Books Encouraged for
Leisurely Summertime EnKghtenment
by Dianna Troyer
Leisure reading is suppressed
during, the academic year when
many students 'barely complete
required class readings. But
during breaks it revives.
"Most people aren't hostile to .
suggestions for leisure reading,
which is one of the notions behind
reviving the old custom of the
summer reading program," said
Ray McCall, chairman of the ad
hoc summer reading program
committee.
A little mental stimulation is
needed, too, during relaxing
vacations
.
since our education
continues outside the classroom,
McCall added. Next-fal- l at fireside
chats or in freshman studies
classes students, faculty and
administrators can discuss
insights, enlightenment or
criticisms garnered after reading
the four contemporary books
suggested by the committee.
"We've-contact-
ed the Cultural
Events Committee, who will
attempt to bring the authors of the .
books to campus next year to
discuss their work," said McCall.
In the first book. Freeman
Dyson, a British physicist working
at the Princeton Institute for
Advanced Studies, writes an
autobiographical account of his
intellectual odyssey. Written in a
clear and lively style, Disturbing
the Universe relates how science
impinges on, social and political
decisions. -
"We make no claims that the
second book is a great literary
masterpiece," continued McCall,
acting ; Dean of Faculty. "But
- Judith Guest - wrote Ordinary
' People with remarkable insight
into family issues, ; using her
On Worthy
Occasions
"discovered." His work has" ap-
peared in a number of mass-circulatio- n
magazines (even
PlnuhrtiA anH thort? uja natnrallu a
large re-issu- e of his work when he
won the Prize.
Singer is a great story-telle- r, a
skill he can be expected to
demonstrate when he spends an
hour with us Thursday evening.
The format will be relatively
open-ende- d, with plenty of oppor-
tunity for questions. The bookstore
has jnuch of his work in stock (in
paperback), and many of you have
encountered Singer's stories . in
your courses. Quite simply, this is
an opportunity to spend time with
--a great and talented artist.. Of the
"Names" we've had on campus
this year, his is the most likely to be
around a hundred years from now.
Next Wednesday, Professor Roy
LI--
.: f .1 f--i loii Ives ui ii it; viitfiiiidvy lsvjiii-- -
ment will speak about a difficult but
crucial topic: solar energy. Though
Professor Haines has not made a
professional study of the subject, it
has beenan interest of his for some
time. Whether or not you know
Him as a clear and careful scientist,
a teacher whose thought is leav-
ened by a fine sense of humor and
as a dynamite Softball player, you
will want to hear him.
David Underwood's IS produc-
tion of Henrik Ibsen's The Master
Builder opens Tuesday evening.
May 12. at 8:15 p.m. in Shoofaroy
Theatre. It is an ambitious project,
more than worthy of our attention,
.
.t I tt rana a great, cnaiiemje tot any
director. The cast is a good one,
and the play is great See it. See
them all! Mid-term- s, after all, are
behind us.
literary skill to create characters
who are recognizable people."
A chapter in Lillian Hellman's
Pentimento was the basis for the
movie Julie. Pentimento, an Italian
word for scrubbing layers of paint
from a canvas to see the original
work, is the second in a four-par- t
.
autobiographical series of the
playwright's life.
In The Right Stuff, Tom Wolfe
presents an inside account of the
training of the original astronauts,"
creating men as three-dimension- al
humans with distinct personalities
instead of being, plastic saints
programmed to react in a certain
way to situations, as the media
nArtriiiAt f Kami Tl r m .amfvb a nidi -experience the sensation of flying
as test pilots at 80,000 feet.
Asinine Ticketing
Process Criticized
(cont. from p. 2) - 7parking spots as of l.OO a.m.
However, the ; security officer,
acting as similar to Barney Fife as
possible, ticketed me at
approximately 3:45 a.m. " "
-
Less than a week later I once
again was ticketed with a $5 fine
for parking in the Lowry- - lot.
Granted, I was in the wrong, but
the lot I am registered for is filled
.
.I 1 ' r awiui .uiK.Knme ana is anen uuea
to capacity. --
" So come on Security - loosen
up on such trivial matters. After
all, my car is registered and the '
other lots have amrrie narkma
available. There is nothing wrong
in having fantasies, but lets have
esteemed role models. Who needs
; " Eddie Zambie
Box 3133
Politics Proliferate with Nuke Power
- by Alexander Cockbum and James Ridgeway
(conclusion of 2 parts)
The Greater EvQ
Against the infinitely greater
menace of nuclear war, no such
effective and varied political
opposition can presently be
described. In Congress the war
lobby is in the ascendancy. The
executive is the most bellicose in a
generation. The contrast with
Western Europe, where the
disarmament movements of the
late "50s are now flourishing again
after a decade's quiescence, is
very plain.
But there are auguries of
heightened public concern, which
will fortify the heroic activist
efforts Of the last three or four
years. As Daniel Berrigan
remarked to us here three weeks
ago, the efforts of himself and his
associates over much of the later
70s in demonstrations at the
Pentagon and the like were
almost entirely ignored in the
press. Since the trial of the
"Plowshares 8" in Norristown,
Pennsyvlania, the attention in the
media has been markedly
different.
Slowly, much too slowly, public
education about the meaning of
nuclear war and modern nuclear
strategies is proceeding
hastened by the arms-boostin- g
crusade of the last six years. In the
last couple of months Reagan,
Haig, and the others - are
confirming Dr. Samuel Johnson's
well-know- n view that the fact that
a man is going to die the next
morning concentrates his mind
wonderfully.
Last weekend at Warrenton, an
hour from Washington, more than
a hundred physicians from the
United States, the Soviet Union,
Japan, France, Israel, Switzerland
and other countries gathered for
the first Congress of International
Physicians for the Prevention of
Nuclear War. Their fundamental
purpose was and will be to try to
combat public misapprehension
about the consequences of a
nuclear war, a misapprehension
nourished by the present wave of
propaganda by nuclear strategists
and defense department
intellectuals about the "win-ability- "
of "limited nuclear wars."
There are, after all, men in high
public Office who claim that a
nation either the United States
or the Soviet Union could "win"
a nuclear war.
As Dr. Bernard Lown, president
of the group, and professor of
cardiology at Harvard put it, "The
first group to begin to educate the
public on the dangers of the
nuclear age were the physicists
who let the atomic genie out of the
bottle. They have not succeeded
in either, stemming the nuclear
.
arms race or persuading mankind
of the immediate and ominous
peril to their lives. In the relay race --
for human survival, we physicians
must take the baton from our
scientific colleagues who have
insistently, with an increasing
sense of despair and desperation,
attempted to alert humanity...Our
aim is to achieve nuclear
disarmament. We recognize this
as a lesser danger to our
respective social systems than the
far greater risk of the expension of
nuclear stockpiles. As physicians
we have a world constituency of
3,000,000 members who have
taken a sacred and ancient oath to
assuage human misery and
preserve life. Our objective is to
mobilize physicians worldwide
our calling recognizes no
geographic frontiers and no
national boundaries... We are here
as human beings, part of an
endangered species.'
Brezhnev's Doctor
Among the Russians present
were Dr. Chazov, Brezhnev's
personal doctor as well as deputy
minister of health of the USSR.
(Reagan's doctor, Daniel Ruge,
was invited but declined to
attend.) "How," the Voice asked
him, "can the physicians'
movement affect the policies of the
U.S. and Soviet governments?"
Chazov: This is not a medical but
a political question. But where
there is life there is hope. Doctors
all over the world are uniting more --
and more, in the understanding
that our future, the future of all life,
cannot exist after nuclear
weapons are used."
"Are studies of the effects of
nuclear war published in the
Soviet Union?"
Chazov: "I gave an interview on
Soviet TV two weeks ago to an
audience of well over 100 million
people on the medical after-effect- s
of nuclear war.. .There have been
many such efforts. For example a
simple book called Who. Will
Benefit From a Nuclear War
pointed out that with a small
nuclear bomb on one Soviet city
we would have 300,000 dead right
away; 300,000 burned and
wounded. Fifty to 80 per cent of
the doctors would be killed and
thus would be of no help. The
hospital would be gone..."
"Do you see any situation, any
circumstance, under which the
Soviet Union would attempt a first
strike?"
Chazov: "This is a political
question, not a medical one. I am a
doctor, not a military man; a
scientist, not a politician. But the
Russian government would never
use nuclear weapons first. Would
never fire them first."
"You are close to Brezhnev..."
Chazov: "Yes, he has said
publicly and privately, and
personally to me, that only a crazy
man could think there can be life
(cont. from page 4)
go to the piano lessons.
"But look. Let me show you
where
.
all this heavy academic
action takes place. See this
street here? This is where most of
the science buildings are. It's a real
convenient set-u- p they have. You
can dissect an ant for 50 minutes
and then sprint across the street to
identify a few rocks. And, if you get .
blown up in your chemistry class,
the college clinic is right next door.
I don't want to give you the
impression that the science
department isn't safe, of course.
Just look how long these buildings
have been here. Forever.
"The red brick building is the '
President's home. Real nice fellow,
the President. Of the college, that
is. From the South. That's another
good aspect of the college. The
faculty are real people. I mean, I
stood in back of the President in
the breakfast line and he ordered
grits And you find a real closeness
between the faculty and student
body. Like, just the other day my
psychology professor asked me tf I
wanted to come to her house to
see some home movies.
"In back of the President's home
is the practice house. That's where
after a nuclear war.. .Nuclear
weapons are not only a physical
evQ but a moral evil that hangs like
a cloud over humanity."
"What efforts are there in the
Soviet Union to convince the
military not to deploy more
weapons? Are there doctors and
others in the Soviet Union as
there are here in the U.S.
arguing for disarmament?'
Chazov: "Our leaders do not
need to be persuaded. They are, I
think, aware of the dangers. But
our movement. ..all doctors must
come together, change political
circumstances. AD doctors must
unite."
Later Chazov told his fellow
doctors: "Figuratively speaking,
humanity is now sitting on a
powder keg which holds 10 tons of
TNT for each one of us. Around
this powder keg, certain people
are waving the torch of a 'nuclear
policy strategy which at any
second, may even accidentally
cause an explosion which would
be a world tragedy...Statements
appear that a nuclear war can be
won, that a limited nuclear war can
be waged, that humanity and the
biosphere will still persist even in
conditions of total nuclear
catastrophe. This is an illusion
which many of them donot believe
and which must be dispersed."
Every Creature Living
The data offered by the
physicians was, predictably,
specific and horrifying: They
ranged from immediate enormous
casualty rates, through the
paralysis and collapse of societies
post-attac- k, to long-ter- m radiation
and genetic considerations, to Dr.
Costa Tsipis's (from MTT) detailed
remarks on ozone depletion:
"Ozone forms a thin layer in the
upper part of the atmosphere
(between 10 and 20 miles altitude)
and absorbs ultraviolet radiation
which otherwise would cause skin
burns and blindness among the
earth's fauna.
Reprinted, from Village Voice,
March 18-2- 4, 1981. News Group
Publishing Inc. 1981.
Edgewise -
Blind Faith in the Tour "Guide
they keep the pianos and most of
the music majors and-t- he day
before lessons -- my roommate. I
hear the music department is
instituting a music scholarship to
attract new talent to the College. I
guess if the practice house were in
my backyard, I'd institute a
program like that, too. --
. "The big building there is the
library. I was in there to xerox
something my freshman year. We
don't need to go in... I can pretty
much tell you what's in there: Lots
of books, Mr. CooBdge, and, oh
: yes, the xerox machine.
"The campus does look nice,
doesn't it? They always cut the
grass orrParents' Weekend.
Outdoor-Tent-Worsh- p Service in Quad
The Outdoor-tent-worshi- p
service will be held rain or shine.
The tent will be set up in the Quad
Friday morning. We ask everyone
to please be careful when playing
with balls, frisbees. etc Any
damages done to the tent will be
suffered by campus organizations.
There will be a reception in
Douglass Hall Main Lounge start-
ing at 1.-0-0 p.m. AD program
participants are expected to be
present The service will begin at
2:00 pm There will be an offering
Babcock Toasts Evening of Splendor
In Delightful Style of the Viennese
by T. E. Spence
Next Saturday. May 16. a taste
of the continent will be brought to
Wooster as Babcock Hall sponsors
its annual Evening in Vienna.
Waltzing to the tunes of Strauss.
Wagner and others. Viennese
sweetmeats and Austrian decor
will transform Babcock Dining
Room into a native . Austrian
ballroom beginning at 8:00 pjn.
"It's a good tradition. It's a lot of
fun even for the people who
cannot waltz, It's not one of these
duD parties you go to on Saturday
night." said Alice Stuart one of the
student organizers of the program.
Wahzers and ball-goer- s will be
serenaded by a string ensemble
composed of Mark Elderbrooke.
Susan KrehbiO and Stuart Stu-
dents who have yet to master the
art of waltzing or polka dancing wiO
be aided by dance teachers. Stuart
said.
Stuart said the Evening in
Vienna festivities are designed to
"Any questions I haven't
answered? Social life? At
Wooster? I think the religion
department is investigating that
question along with "Is there life
after death?" I mean, you go to
Happy Hour at Ichabods, a
recital, the late movie and then
what's there to do? Which reminds
me... We have co-e-d dorms on
campus.
"Hey, listen. It's almost four
o'clock. Why don't I get you back
to the Admissions Office.; A
friend's picking me up in ten
minutes-r- m going off--campus this
weekend. Just got to get away
from this place. Hey-ho- pe to see
you next year!
collected for the "Save Our
Children" Atlanta task force. The
piogram is designed to stress unity
more than anything else. We ask
that you come with the idea that
we can stand united, breaking the
barriers of culture, race or
derKjmination.
Special thanks go to Howard
Raber. Mr. Cerne, and the Service
Building. Hal Gossan and Elena
DeCosta for all the added efforts.
May 8, 1981. VOICE, Pace 5
"give people a chance to get
dressed up" in formal or semi-form- al
garb, and to learn about
other cultures and traditions. She
said that along with several
students who are assisting with the
program's activities, that Dr.
William Schnaber. an emeritus
professor of German and director
of the College's Summer in Vienna
program, has been advising the
students who are preparing the
gala festivities.
Other residents of Babcock
preparing Evening in Vienna are
Hai Chun Lai. Paul WetzeL Dave
Miller. Brigitte Jkku. Susanna Kim
Beth Christiansen. Joan WetzeL
Beth Bargar. Anne Freeman. Eric
Reynor. Mary Beth Boyd and Edie
Bakos.
New Major Meets
Thespians' Needs
(cont. from page 3) -
emphasizes that "speech and
theatre have become very
separate disciplines.' -
The new major also will
accommodate those music majors
who have, in the past, feb a deficit
in the theatre courses applicable ,
to their needs. Professor of Music
Dale Moore, supported the
proposal m fight of this fact The
music performance majors,
particularly voice majors. w3 be
able to supplement their
curriculum with theatre courses
now available.
The major wiO include advanced
courses heretofore not offered
such as Styles in Acting. Directing
Problems, Advanced, Playwriting;
Stage Choreography and
Advanced Technical Design. New
and broader off-camp-us and
internship ptogtaiw are also
included in the plans for the faS
and corning years.
No chairperson has yet been
considered for trie departiiiei it If a
new faculty member joins the
existing three beforelhis faTL he or
she will most Ekdy be appointed
department head,
The proposal states that "the
major (theatre becomes a unique
advantage for afl students because
of the department's insistence and
the College's requirement of
breadth in courses.. The faculty
approved the proposal by an
overwhelming majority..
Page 6, VOICE, May 8, 1981
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After enduring an eight-hou- r
students relax and listen to the
Adams.
Sripntists are alwaus comina ud
with new ways for Americans to
live - "Scientists say...coffee may
cause cancer. ..natural energy
sources are running out..."
Scientific technology, however,
is now raising some questions
which scientists themselves cannot
answer for the rest of the
population, said Paulos Mar Gre-goriou- s
at The College of Woo-ster'- s
Wednesday convocation.
Gregorios. who was born in
India and is now Metropolitan
(Bishop) of Delhi and the North.
Orthodox Church of the East, is a
viviting professor of religion at
Wooster this quarter. Along with a
doctorate from an Indian institu-
tion. Gregorios holds degrees from
Yale University and Princeton
Theological Seminary.
"The authority of science, in
contemporary society needs exam-
ination" Science now has the final
'word on ethical and moral dis-
putes. Gregorios told.
Science, he explained, has
gained supremacy because of the
enormous achievements scientists
have made. But very little of what
scientists have done is pure
science, he said. Most is applied so
that it is put to use for defense or
medical purposes, for example.
"This is why science is not a
neutral achievement." and why
professional scientists cannot be
allowed to make all decisions
based on their work, Gregorios
explained. "There must be an open
dialog between scientists and the
non-scienc- e community so that
human needs can best be satis-
fied," Gregorios told.
As it is. Gregorios explained,
science has often had the final and
only say on responses to problems.
"Scientists have been telling us that
if we compute our future energy
needs we will find that none of our
energy sources are adequate ex-
cept nuclear energy." Gregorios
told. Although most Americans
v v 1
bus ride, College of Wooster
pre-mar- ch rally. Photo by John
have only become involved in the .
nuclear debate in the last few
years. Gregorios says, scientists
chose to go with nuclear energy as
early as 1948.
"At that time, they didn't inform
the public and people were't
interested anyway." he told. Now
after so much has been spent on
on nuclear technology, it is impos-
sible to opt out. no matter what the
American public may say, Gregori-
os told. "Maybe if the public would
have been aware of the decisions
being made 30 years ago, they
could have come up with different
answers - like solar aenergy."
Gregorios added.
Not only have scientists made
decisions to pursue nuclear tech-
nology, but they also have assured
the public that the risk of using
nuclear energy is manageable.
"We've seen otherwisse." Gregori-
os said, pointing to the disposal of
radioactive waste, a problem which
is bound to affect future
generations.
Of $103 billion spent worldwide
in research and technology in
1974. 97.4 percent was spent by
developed countries, while under-
developed countries spent the
remaining 2.6 percent, he told.
"This gives those with scientific
technology the ability to exploit
those who dont have it," Gregorios
said. And those underdeveloped
countries will only be able to
eliminate their own poverty once
they control their own technology,
Gregorios said.
Because scientific explanations
are based on causality, they are
taken as given and the need to
look at the purpose and meaning
of their results is reduced. Evolu-
tion, the paradigm which encom-
passes every science, has infiltrated
the prevailing ideologies in society,
Gregorios explained. Marxism,
sooo-biolog- y and post-Marxis- m
are all based on evolutionary
processes for solving man's
by Martha Oesch
"We must build a movement that
won't stop until society has been
transformed for all people", de-
clared Rev. Herbert Daughtry.
chairperson of the National Black
United Front amidst thousands of
marchers sprawled out on the lawn
at the Pentagon last Sunday.
Daughtry summed up the es-
sence of the march which attracted
organizations from the Harvard
Medical Profession and the Defend
Native Rights to the Lesbian and
Gay Focus and the Marxist-Lenini- st
Party. Sponsored by the
People's Anti-Wa- r Mobilization in
protest of US intervention in El
Salvador, the demonstration itself
proved to be a rallying point for
peace concerns.
After leaving Wooster promptly
at midnight on Saturday, the
Wooster contingent of 47 arrived
at the Lincoln Memorial about 9
a.m. Sunday morning. Setting up
camp with signs declaring "Butter
Not Guns," the grounds were
pretty quiet with the first buses just
beginning to roll in.
People clad in button-covere- d
aprons roamed around selling their
wares, heckling each other good-naturedl- y.
The Wooster group
spread out around the Lincoln
Memorial to meet up with other
Wooster students, some of who
problems.
According to Gregorios, what is
needed is a new paradigm on
some Christian grounds which
learns from these other three
ideologies but is faithful to
Christianity.
"There must be some other way
for the non-scientif- ic community to
develop a paradigm outside of
science's evolution." Gregorios
told. In order for this to happen,
science must be questioned. But
currently the general public isn't
competent enough to evaluate
science. Gregorios explained. So
first, people must understand the
workings of science, he urged.
Only then can the necessary dialog
' between science and the human
community take place so that
scientific technology can reflect the
needs of all humanity, he added.
Gregorios will be speaking on.
"Is the Ecumenical Movement
Moving?" on Wednesday. May 13
at 8 p.m. in Mateer auditorium on
the campus.
Colleae of Wooster junior David
W. Johnson was elected Northeast
Ohio Regional Chairman of the
Ohio League of College Repub-
licans at the League's state conven-
tion held in Columbus April 11.
Johnson, a. political science
major at the College, will organize
and coordinate Republican Club
activities at colleges and universi-
ties throughout the northeastern
portion of the state, an area
encompassing nearly 20 institu-
tions. In addition to his chairman's
seat. League Treasurer Bruce
Howard of Capital University in
Columbus has appointed Johnson
to the Executive Board of the
Treasury and Chairman of the
Finance Committee.
car-poole- d or took one of the PAM
chartered buses from Cleveland
State.
Milling around the steps of the
Memorial before the pre-marc- h
rally at 11 a.m. proved to be one of
the best things Wooster marchers
could have done. Someone
spotted an older man in white
shorts out for his daily constitution
with his wife. He turned out to be
Sen. Howard Metzembaum of
Ohio. Never missing an opportu-
nity to gain political ground,
several students quickly sur-
rounded him, introducing them-
selves. They could see the. letters
now, "Dear Sen. Metzembaum,
Concerning our talk on May 3. . ."
By this time more people had
begun to assemble, setting up
banners and tables of literature,
t-shi- rts and buttons For those who
thought that the political realm of
journalism was limited to the Wall
Street Journal and the Daily
Record, representatives of political
organizations awakened them to
the more progressive papers.
Marchers could choose their read-
ing material from the worker's
Viewpoint, "the newspaper of the
Communist Workers party"; the
Emancipation published by the
Anarchist Association of the Amer-
icas which is "always free," or the
OuerThrow put out by the Yippies.
Grouos DarticiDatinq in the
March came from as far as Texas,
South Dakota and Massachusetts.
I The crowd ranged from older
oeoDle sometimes with their grand
children, to high school and college
students. Babies in sun bonnets
rolled in the grass in front of
banners stating, "Wage Mass
Struggle Against Starvation, Fa-cis- m
and Racism-Marxist-Le- nin
Party" and "Buy Books Not
Bombs." Other banners offered a
more satirical yet serious note
stating "Look Ahead, Impeach
Reagan Now" and "Al Haig
We're jn Control Here."
When the music and speakers
began at 11 a.m.. the grounds were
full but not to the point of being
claustrophobic. Leading the pre-marc- h
rally was Larry Holmes of
PAM and Heidi Tarver from the
Committee in Solidarity with the
People of El Salvador. Stated
Tarver. "We gonna give that
monster (the Pentagon) a
bellyache." -
With live musical performances
underway the rally began to build
momentum. The crowd chanted
along as one of the speakers
began. "Money for Jobs, Not for
War, US out of El Salvador." The
fervored pitch of the crowds
associated with the 60s demonstra-
tions was not to be found here. The
diversity of groups and causes did
not generate the clashes which had
marked the last march on the
Pentagon in 1968. The demonstra-
tion was indeed peaceful which
was a credit to the thousands
gathered.' -
People sang and clapped hands
as militant-activi- st singer Judy
Gorman-Jaco- b dedicated her
songs to the Kent State killings of
May 4, 1970. Old peace songs
such as "It could of been me but
instead it was you" were mixed
with "The Bourgeois Blues" and
an updated version of "Get
Ready"
Other speakers like Joe Masher-ild- ,
of the Back Veterans for Social
Justice, rallied support for the
demonstration stating that "the
people will dictate policy not the
reactionaries in the White House."
Comparisons between the US
actions in El Salvador to those of
the KKK in the states were
numerous, with speakers stating,
"We charge the US government
with genocide in El Salvador,
Buffalo and Atlanta."
"The so-call- ed White Paper of
the State Department should be
called the Red Paper, because it is
dripping with the blood from El
Salvador," said Phil Wheaton of
the Committee on Solidarity with
the People of Salvador, He
added that "If there is a foreign
conspiracy in El Salvador, it is the
US involvement that is the real
conspiracy." J
Starting off the 2 Vimile march
to the Pentagon about 1 p.m.,
singers from the Communist Work-
ers Party roused the waiting
marchers with music characterized
by "syncopation in Socialism and
revolution with Communism."
Workers for the March lined the
route to the Pentagon cheering the
demonstrators on. People peace-- ,
fully moved across the bridge to
the Pentagon under the afternoon
sun, chanting "2-4-6- -8 Bonzo is the
Head of State" "Money for Tuition,
Not Ammunition." Rounds of
John Lennon's famous song "Give
Peace a Chance" were inter-
spersed with a version of "Bingo,"
with , the words of "There was a
fascist president and Bonzo was his
name-oh"- .
The SPARTACUS League bear-
ing banners urging "Military Vic-
tory to the Leftist Insurgents,"
staged their own counter-demonstratio- n
near the parking lot of the
Pentagon. Members arranged
themselves near the last leg of the
route calling out to demonstrators
to join them.
Three-and-a-ha- lf hours after
starting the last of the PAM's
estimated 100,000 people arrived
at the Pentagon. The rally was well
underway with Bella Abzug and
others speaking.
"The speakers I heard seemed
like they were pretty socialist in
nature," John Adams, a Wooster
demonstrator, said, adding "My
impressions are the most vivid of
the Pentagon. That building is
huge. Don't let anyone tell you that
- the War Department in this
country is nothing."
Others had similar positive
reactions to the March. "As an
experience, it was one of the best
things I could do. Demonstrations-hav- e
only one effect and that is to
bring groups of people together to
agree on something. This demon-
stration brought people together
on the issue of peace, racism,
sexism, unemployment and the
rights of the
.
El Salvadorian
people."
Commented Chris Oehl, "As far
as intellectual stimulation, I didn't
hear anything insightful coming off
the platform. There's a lot of
rhetoric but when you're speaking
to 100,000 people you don't
expect much more.'' He also
expressed dissatisfaction over the
distorted media coverage which
emphasized the" counter-rally- .
A representative from the- - Dem- -
ocratic Revolutionary Front in EI
Salvador expressed what many felt
after this demonstration: This is
the most significant solitary day
between the US and Latin
.America."
v i lifer Vt uf! fs lrS4il)tr's '!' I!- - ;t mm 1 " i i i ... a .
2 .': r ?" by George Galster ' .
Approximately 60 members of
the Wooster community marched
, in the antiwar rally held May 3rd in
Washington. D.C. Participants
included townspeople; high school
students and faculty and students
,bf the CoDege. -- '
,j Sponsored by a national organ-
ization called People's Antiwar
Mobilization (PAM), the "March on
the Pentagon" drew the largest
crowd since the Viet Nam era: over
50.000 people. The rally was
initiated to end US military involve-
ment in El Salvador and to stop the
arms build-u- p at home. Protesters
came from as far away as
Wisconsin, Iowa. Texas and New
England. '
.
The group left Wooster via
chartered bus and car-po- ol at
midnight Saturday. Arriving by 9
a.m.. we assembled next to the
Lincoln ' Memorial and ' were
immediately set upon by hordes of
pamphleteers, poster-pusher- s and
button-seller- s. No one lacked
adequate reading material, as
anyone standing empty-hande- d
had them quickly filled with
political newspapers pressed upon
them by numerous organizations.
After "warm-up- " speeches and
songs, the march commenced to
encircle the State Department. If
present Secretary Haig prudently
refused to show himself. Marchers
wound around the Lincoln
' Memorial, crossed Memorial
Bridge, and gathered in a parking
lot of the Pentagon. So many
participated that one group or
another was -- on the 2 12-mil- e
(CPS) "Intellectual freedom is
under attack. . . by the proliferation
of attempts to ban or restrict
books. . and it is probably as
.
strenuous an attack as the concept
has endured since the McCarthy
era," warns Judith Krug, director of
the American Library Association's
Office for Intellectual Freedom.
Krug says there have been, at
least 148 different . attempts- - to
censor books in school and public
libraries between November, 1980
and March, 1981. She adds, "We
only know of 20 percent of it."
While the censors seem to
concentrate on primary and
secondary school libraries, they've
done little on the college level so
far, observers say.
Hank Reichman, Krug's assis-
tant, says his office has not
documented more than a few
cases of college censorship, but in
light of the growth of the move-
ment, he says there's a good
chance there will be book bannings
at colleges in the next few years.
"Because libraries at colleges are --
usually so large, there is a large
flow of books into them that are
hard to keep track, of and can
almost always be justified for
research purposes," Reichman
explains. ' "Research libraries, in
theory are not too limited because
they need all sorts of information."
Censorship at the college level
instead usually comes in the form
of banning certain speakers and
lectures, and typically because they
are "distasteful," not "immoral." he
suggests.
He cites recent examples at --
Baylor- University, where the
administration forbade the campus
radio station to play "hard rock
and heavy metal" music, and die
march route continuously from 1-- 5
p.m.
- At the Pentagon, the crowd was
treated to another spate of speech-
es and political songs. With the
exception of Bella Abzug,. the
speakers were unknown to the
Wooster marchers,, reflecting
PAM's attempt to involve many
leaders of local grass-root- s
organizations.
The breadth of support for the
U.S. Naval Academy, whose book-
store manager refused to carry a
novel critical of academy life.
Even if smaller, private colleges
were to ban certain books and
Reichman speculates that some of
them probably do already
resistance is usually minimal
because the students and admini-
stration hold common views about
moral and religious issues.
"When you elect to go to a
private school-th- at is based on
certain principles, then it probably
means you share those beliefs,"
Reichman says.
The Grammy Award winning
Imperials will perform Thursday,
May 14, 1981 in the Akron Civic
Theatre in Akron, Ohio at 8.-0-0
p.m.
The hottest act in the fast-growi- ng
field of contemporary
Christian music is the Imperials.
They are successfully bridging the
gap between secularand Christian
music and the musical gaps in
Christian music as weL
"Eagle Song," from their "One
More. Song for You" album,
generated strong airplay on pop
and adult - contemporary radio
stations while becoming a top-selli-ng
hit on Christian stations.
Their current album, "Priority,"
and its predecessor, "One More
Song for You," were produced by
Michael Omartian. Omartian
recently won three Grammy
Awards as the producer of the
album of the year, "Christopher
Cross."
Michael and his wife, Stormie,
are successful Christian artists in
their own right. The Omartians
rally was impressive: churches,
labor unions, black organizations,
peace activists and a variety of
.
human-right- s groups. It is unfor-
tunate that most newspapers have
written disparagingly of this diversi-
ty. Its significance is that so many
different groups have realized that
a militaristic domestic and foreign
policy is detrimental .' to. their
interests. --
... The seriousness of the march's
--
.",
A $1000 orand Dilze will be
awarded in the Seventh Annual
Poetry Competition sponsored by
World of Poetry, a quarterly
newsletter for poets. -
Poems of all styles and on. any
subject are eligible to compete for
the grand prize or for 99 other cash
or merchandise awards, totaling
over $10,000.00.
Savs Contest Chairman, Joseph
Mellon, "We are encouraging poeticl
talent of every kind, and expect ourl
contest to produce exciting
discoveries."
Rules and official entry forms are
available from the World of Poetry J
2431 Stockton, Dept. B,
Sacramento, California 95817.
(( t fi i t
have contributed songs to each
album.
- The Imperials and Omartian
have ' been groundbreakers in
elevating the recorded quality of
contemporary Christian music.
That fact was recognized by "One
More Song for - You" being
nominated for a Grammy Award
as best inspirational album.
"It's an ideal situation," says'
Omartian. "What Stormie and I
are doing, it's easy to adapt to
what the Imperials are doing. We
can almost express ourselves
through them. It is very natural for
us to write for the Imperials.".
But, while The Imperials have
grown in popularity, it has not
been at the expense of the
message. The love of God is The
Imperials' first priority.
The Imperials , have distin-
guished themselves in gospel and
popular music since they began in
1964. They had worked as a gospel
act exclusively until they began
work with Jimmy Dean and Elvis '
Presley.
heartedness, however. A well-know- n
children's song got some
new lyrics: "There was a crazy
President, and Bonzo was his
name, oh, B O N Z-- O ..." Students
were particularly fond of the chant
"Money for tuition, not for am-
munition." Not to be outdone was
The College of Wooster sign
tweaking Reagan's beloved foot-
ball metaphor "Punta on the
1 M '
. WASHINGTON. D C. (CPS) --
The U.S. Supreme Court last week
declined to review an important
test case that would determine
how far schools must go to
accommodate their handicapped
students. The court sent the appeal
of University of Texas student
Walter Camenisch back to a
federal trial court.
In a narrow procedural ruling,
the justices refused to decide the
case because it had never received
a full trial in the lower courts before
reaching the appellate level.
Camenisch. who is deaf, sued
UT in .1978 in an attempt to have
a
In 1975, The Imperials made the
decision to immerse themselves
totally into gospel music.
. Since that decision, the group
has ridden to the. top of their
chosen field with a fresh,
contemporary sound.. The
Imperials have bridged all the gaps
in gospel music Youll find their
albums on all three of the
Contemporary Christian Music
magazine's Song Charts -- -'
Contemporary, Easy Listening
and Southern Gospel.
And, with their growing
popularity, versatility and musical
openness have come awards --
three Grammy Awards and nine
Dove Awards (the Grammy of the
gospel field).
The Imperials were the first
gospel group featured on the
annual Grammy Awards telecast
Now, they are embarking on
another first. The first nationally
promoted concert tour by a
contemporary Christian act. That
tour will embrace more than 50
cities and reach some 300,000
Junta.'
Most impressive was the
absence of alcohol, drugs and
obscenity on the march. There was
no hint of disorder or violence, --and
the few police that were seen kept
to the periphery. The protest was
vigorous but responsible. .' - -
: Of major significance to this
writer was that the "March on the .
Pentagon," in fact, occurred. The
domestic military budget has not
: passed. No US lives have been lost
in El Salvador. Yet on short notice
a new organization brought as
many protesters to Washington as
were present during the Viet Nam
era. This provides eloquent testi-
mony to the strength of the
opposition against militarism hi the
country. ....
Transportation and food for the
' Wooster marchers were organized
by a group from the College,
including: Lee Torch. Mark Weav-
er. Marcus Pohlmann. Am Lewis. .
Beth Lewis and me. We wish to
thank all those at the College and
the community who contributed
financially so that people who
otherwise would have been unable
to attend could do so.
- The Wooster group returned
home 1:30 a.m.. .May 4. The --
sunburns and sleeplessness did not --
dull our satisfaction of having
undertaken a. responsible action
based on strong commitment. Only
one question remained as we went
our separate, ways: Would Wash-
ington and the rest -- of the country
get the message before it was too
later . . .V; - '
the school oav tor his siynlanguage interpreter. A. federal
judge issued a temporary injunc-
tion ordering UT to pay $1,245 for. "
the service. An appeals court
upheld the injunction.
Texas claims that schools are not
required to spend money to
accommodate handicapped stu-
dents, however. Should the
Supreme ; Court have validated
that view, the standard interpreta-
tion of the 1973 Rehabilitation Act
would be substantially altered.
Under Section 504 of that act,
federally-funde- d schools can't
discriminate against- - "otherwise
qualified" handicapped persons.
W7; Ml .II
concert patrons. --
- Tickets for The Imperials are
$650 and $750 and are available
at:
Harvestirne Family ' Center
(HartviDe and Stow)
Berean Christian Supply
Berean Church Supplies , '
Good News Center Books ,
Maranatha Book Store, Inc.
(Tallmadge)
Group rate' information is
available by calling: (216) 867-960- 6.
'If . .
.
-
(cont. from page 2)
backing for Samoza? Didn't the
mess we helped create in Vietnam
teach us anything?
We may not like what happens
in El Salvador if we clear out But
well almost certainly like the result
even less tf we continue our
present course of military support
for the government ...... r
' T.CHolyoke
(Visiting Professor of Mathematics)
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The Amish means of transport, the traditional buggy, lumbers by:
At a cost of $1800, the vehicle is a lifetime investment. Photo by
Sue Mertz.
Parents' Weekend Successful: Now
The Polished Facade Wanes Slowly
by Edith McGandy
Last Friday afternoon, as parents
arrived at Wooster. little things
began to change on the campus.
More skirts and dresses became
evident, the food at Lowry and
Kittredge improved a notch or two
and the grounds looked their best
in weeks. Parents weekend had
arrived.
Each year, local hotels are
booked months in advance for that
weekend in the spring. The Alumni
Association works hard to make
the three days a success.
This year the sports events were
well attended. Wooster's baseball,
tennis, lacrosse, and track teams
were well supported by small
groups of parents and students all
weekend long.
Parents, students and siblings
alike enjoyed The Muppet Movie:
but The Firebugs, at Freedlander.
was less of an overall success with
its audience.
The Amish tour took two full
buses through the Holmes County
region south of Wooster. The
novelty of trying to understand a
hard-workin- g, simple lifestyle un
I
1
familiar to most of the participants
was the height of the moming for
the 75 curious people in
attendance.
At the same time, back on the
campus. Barrie Dunsmore. an
ABC TV journalist, was speaking
about the current political situation
in Washington.
The Copelands greeted their
afternoon visitors with the tra-ditioin- al
handshake on Saturday at
the President's Reception. EarlieT
that morning some parents and
students had enjoyed a similar
reception on the roof of McGaw:
this view of the College being a
unique one.
At the steak fry. students were
obliged to stand in lines and chat
with moms and dads as they
awaited the customary plastic
cutlery accompanied by an elegant
meal. The diners were treated to
slightly frigid, but sunny weather.
The weekend was well attended,
and enjoyed by many. -- Now the
campus is back to normal. That
chopped sirloin in line one looks
slightly familiar.
We Welcome Student Accounts
WAYNE
COUNTY
NATIONAL
DANIt
OTMUSO IMS
Offices Throughout The
Community To Serve
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A full bus-loa- d of parents and students enjoyed the quilts and various crafts at this Amish shop in
Holmes County. Photo by Sue Mertz.
y.
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The use of primitive agricultural tools such as this four-hors- e plowing team reflects the conventional
lifestyle of the Amish. Photo by Sue Mertz.
Hollander Receives Fullbright Award
- by Dianna Troyer
"I still can't believe I got it. If I can
do it. anyone can. AH you need is a
few profs who believe in you and a
decent but not exceptionally high
g.p.a ." said senior Patty Hollander,
a 1981-8- 2 Fulbright Scholar.
Hollander is among 300 stu-
dents or professors throughout the
nation who were selected to
receive the prestigious award,
which covers transportation to a
country, tuition and books for one
academic year.
A German and history major
who also speaks Croatian, Spanish
and German Hollander applied for
the scholarship in October on
Professor Joel Wilkinson's
BEALL AVE. '
ECON-O-WAS-H
(Just North of the College)
24 Hour Coin-O-p Laundry
Dry Cleaning 9 4:15
prompting. After writing one
lengthy application which included
a proposal for her research and a
curriculum vitae, she sent the
forms to the Institute of Interna-
tional Education in New York City,
then to the National Fulbright
V.
1
i.
An, .,,.V2
.
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Committee and finally to a screen-
ing agency in Austria.
Beginning in Sept, Hollander
will research Austrian history and
literature from 1900-191- 4 at the
University of Vienna.
"After visiting Vienna, I fell in
love with the' beautiful city, and
Austrian literature has always
interested me. I was introduced to
it here, but never had a chance to
study it in depth," said Hollander
enthusiastically.
Hollander plans to use the
Fulbright research to write
.
her
master's thesis, and will eventually,
receive a PH.D in German history.
"I want to teach collegiate history
and may even return to Wooster.
The history department is strong,
but courses should be taught about
eighteenth and nineteenth century
Germany. ' -
Hollander encourages students
to apply for the scholarship by first
speaking to Fulbright representa-
tive Joel Wilkinson. Applicants
must have US citizenship, a college
degree and speak the language of
the country in which they will
study.
Shie Combines Chinese Motifs and Calligraphy in Robes
To Illuminate Her Perception of Yin-Yan- g Philosophy
by AIBsqn Hessd
This week the Severance Art
Gallery features Susi Shoe's Senior
Independent Study project. Soft
Paintings from the Yin Garment
Factory: Hand-Embroidere- d
Robes for Six Women. The artist
thematically portrays styized
Chinese sumbots and calSoraphy
through a series of soft painfags
on fabric in vibrant acryfic wash
and hand embroidery.
Upon entering the gallery, the
viewer is almost overwhelmed by
chaotic - pattern and color, but
,upon closer inspection, one finds a
well thought out presentation of
the artist's ideas. Shie's work
focuses on six robes and a large
quilt all hung from the ceiling,
dominating the central portion of
the "gallery. Each robe makes a
biographical statement , for six
women, including herself, who
play important roles in her Bfe.
' The large quilt (95x108 in.) is a
culmination of aD of her work
(robes, paintings and studies). It
was her greatest, challenge
because she wanted to
incorporate the styfistic elements
and techniques of the robes on a
sncikl1ti mforoctirwi nmiinH I h
walls are covered with studies on
paper in acryfic, watercolor, pen
'and ink and magic marker
fashioned to produce collage
effects. Some of these paintings
arp studies of ouSts not realized.
Shie's style is well-pronounc- ed
and uniquely the same throughout
her' work. She utilizes Chinese,
Indian and Japanese motifs in a
truly' creative way. The
- precVxninate motif used, however,
is Chinese calligraphy. The
calligraphy spells out words,
charms and poems describing the
elements of each robe. The
underlying theme of these motifs is
Alumnus Exhibits Ceramics
- An exhibit of the work of Keith
Herklotz wQ be on display in the
Wooster Art Center's Focus
Gallery during the month of May.
Herklotz is a 1979 graduate of the
College of Wooster. Since 1979.
he has been a nil-tim- e potter,
working out of his studio, Down to
Earth Ceramics, on N. Bever
Street.
Before attending college,
Herklotz served apprenticeships
at the Earth and Fire Ceramic
Studio in New Jersey and at The
Masters Studio in CornecticuL
CLASSIFIEDS
JEEPS, CARS, TRUCKS
available' thru ,government
agencies in your area. Many seB
for under $200.00. Cal 602-941-80- 14
Ext. 4605 for your directory
on how to purchase, v
. Job Opportunities
There are still a few openings left
with the College Light Opera
Company in Falmouth, Massa-
chusetts, for those students
"
-
mterestea m an apprenncesnp
experience with a summer theater
group on Cape Cod. The following
positions receive room and board:
two stage t crew including a
property --.mastermistress widi
car; in the orchestra, a harp, viofin,
double bass and trombone. The
following position receives room
and board and a modest stipend:
assistant --business manager,
the Yin philosophy .
The Chinese philosophy of the
principles ""Yin-Yan- g" describes
"Yin" as the "inferior" and "weak-fema- le
principle. .Shie's baa J.
objective was to remove the
comparison of "yin" with "yang,"
.
implying a necessity for women to
view themselves separate from a
male context. In other words, her
IS was , a . feminist statement
directed toward . "nurturance,"
"gentffity," "harmony," "mother,"
"receptive' and "goddess,' all
terms . reflecting sympathetic
things in women that are not easily
seen by everyone. -- -
Shie's awareness of a need for
"women's art was stimulated by
two women: Thalia Gouma-Peterso- n,
Professor of Art History
here at the College of Wooster,
and Miriam Schapiro,'. visiting
artist who greatly inspired Shie's
work with patterns and oriental
design. In fact, Schapiro's kimono
form was the elevating feature of
inspiration. Shie feels that the robe
is representative of the way a
woman should be looked at: with
nobility and royalty. Trie kimono is
not sexual to Shie, but rather a
surrogate for a woman. Her
reason for hanging the robes in the
gallery is to indicate that the robes
are not to be worn, so that women
would not only be appreciated for
their bodies- - but also their inner
qualities.
The robes may be read (in
Chinese calligraphy) from top to
bottom and right to left Eachrobe
evolved in a way to describe each
individual woman's personaGty
through color, motifs astrology,
and ideagraphs. " "f- -
-- The colors she chose in her
pieces were influenced by art
during the Chlng Dynasty from
1611-191- 1, composed of brightly
His work was accepted for the
Functional Ceramics show at the
College this spring and at the
Functional Ceramics show
sponsored by the Dayton Art
Institute in 1980.
Herklotz has taught pottery
courses at the Art Center and at
Lowry Center in the past, but is
currently offering private lessons
at his studio.
The Focus GaBery show wiB be
open during Art Center hours on
Tuesdays-Friday-s from 830-4:3- 0
and on Saturdays from 830--3.
preferably a person with a car. If
you are interested in a summer on
the Cape, working with a theater
group that per fax his nine musicals'
a season, contact Robert Haskm
at 216-774-848- 5. For more
inforrnation, contact Lee Merrill at
extension 338 or box 2238. -
DIME BEER Happy Hour
tonight at 3:30 in Ichabods, co-sponsor- ed
by khabocfs --and
Douglass. Donation is 50 at the
door, beer is just 10 a glass, and
popcorn is free. Proceeds wffl go to
the American Cancer Society.
Drink to a good cause! --
,.' -
Spring fever got you dying to be on
abicycfe?Ho6teuerCycfeSalesiri
OrrviSe sells second hand bicycles.
fee a fraction of the cost of a new
one. Look into a-seco- nd hand
bicycle at Hostellers: 1202 West
Market Street, OrrviSe,
colored organic forms in a
symmetr ical fashion.
The embroidery which outlines
the multi-colore- d forms is
incorporated into the robes and
--quilts to be acknowledged as art
first, then embroidery. The fabric
muslin was utiGzed to achieve a
batik or dyed effect through the
absorption of the acryfis paint. The
calligraphy itself is highly valued in
China as an art. Shie feels that .
there is a genuine beauty in. the
balance and rhythm of fines of the
characters, and emphasizes that
the viewer is forced to look at the
caffigraphed characters as design
elements.
There is much to say about
Shie's imagination and thoughts
regarding women. - Everyone
should be urged toexperienceone
artist's conception . about the
power and beauty , of women.
"Spring Sons" a Chinese
woman's poem that Shie
expresses on the robes, captures
the essence of her art:
Spring
.
grove, flowers, such
charm;
Spring birds: caDs so in tune.
Spirtg winds full of feeling-L- ift
up the hems of my skirt.
--p. 163, Yip.
Ibsen's Experimental Ray Master Builder Hits Shoolroy
-- This corning week,' the College
is in for a rare theatrical treat: The
Master Builder, by Henrfc Ibsen,
will be produced Tuesday through
Sunday, May 12-1-7 in Shoolroy
Theatre. Al show times wil be
8:15 p.m. except lor the Sunday
00 pjn. matinee. .
h has been manyyears since an
Ibsen play has been presented in
Wooster. We have mainly been
fed a diet of late 20th century and
classical plays with very Btne
opportunity to see works by the
late 19th-earl- y 20th century
playwrights who introduced
reafism to modem theatre. Ibsen is
given most of the credk for
shaking Europe - out of its
Sue Reed as H3da Wangle and Tom Truss as Harvard Solness
perforni m Ibsen's The Master Builder at Shoolroy Theatre, May
12-1- 7. Photo by Anne Burke -
Final Jazz Ensemble Concert Spans
Realm From Basie to Original Comp
The College Jazz Ensemble will
present its final concert of the
season on Friday evening May 8th
in Freedlander Theatre, beginning
at 8:15 p.m The ptogiam will
include the usual variety of music,
ranging from some Basie-styl- e
charts through late Woody Her-
man. Among the music played by
the smaller jazz combo wiO be an
original by Don Rice, star alto
saxophonist
Of special interest will be a Tony
Klatka composition entitled "Blues
for Poland." which has been
lecorded by Woody Herman. This
16-ba-r blues tune highBghts Don
Rice on aho sax. Jay Heiser on
baritone sax, Denny Finton on
trumpet and Cathy Qasper on
piano. The presence of this
of weD-ma- de plays.
with their conventional plot ideas
and stereotypic characters. After
a 14-yea- r period of heavy reafism,
begirasng with The PSSars of
Society and ending with Hedda
Gabler, Ibsen turned to a sfightiy
more experimental form in the last
four plays of his career, of which
The Master Builder is the first.
Tom Truss plays the part of
Hatvard Solness-th- e Master
Builder, an aging architect losing'
his purpose in fife and afraid of
corrsxtitibn from the younger
men in his field His wife, Afine, is
played by Mirni Richmond. Fred
Shaw and Russ White play the
parts of Knut Brovik and his son
particular chart on the program
and the current situation in Poland
is not comodentaL
Don Rice will be the soloist on a :
slow tune called "Ballad for
Jenny.' which was written as a
saxophone solo. Three other
names of people appear in titles of
pieces being played by the ensem-
ble. One ts "Fred," a Latin-styl- e
number, with an upbeat tempo.
Another is "Old Bill" which is
Basle's --first name. The last is
"Robin's Song," which conceivably
could refer to a bad rather than to
a person.
There wiO be no admission
charge
,
for college personnel. The
doors of Freedlander Theatre will .
be open at 7:30 run.
Typoivritor Rentals
and Repairs
I.B.M. Most Brands
'.
at - -- , .
J3 Typewriter Service
2522 Cleveland Rd. I 345-74-05
, V.
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Ragnar, and Sarah Hoskins isKaja '
Fosfi. Ragnar's fiancee. AD three
are employees of Solness. Dr.
HerdaL the family physician., is,
played by Jeff Rider. The part of .
Hilda Wangle, the young woman '
from Solness past who comes to
urge him on to new heights and
rejuvenates his fife, is played by
Sue Reed Anne Vial, Rachel
Porter, and Andrea Toy also
appear. Steve Thompson is
Assistant Director and Stage
Manager.'
The Master Builder is a complex .
play, full of intriguing ideas and
very striking characters, and is
t
.u:l.: T-.1- .--pUMV lu rxK yuu uuiiruiijj. iuici
office from noon to 4:00 p.rrrdaily.
so purchase your tickets well in
advance.
Flair Travel
Consultants
346 E BOWJAAN ST.
For Your Convenience
Just off the College Campus
Euroifnosses
It is not too earty to begin
making summer plans.
CALL
264-65- 05
Registered Ohio Travel Agent
TA0305
.-
-
. ..
'WILDERNESS
QUARTER
- High Sierra . ;.
Backpacking Field Courses
Mountain Ecology
SUMMER 5 UNITS V :
. FALL 15 UNITS :
ABSOLUTELY WILD
Phone (408) 4294822 or write:
Wilderness Studies- : :
Sierra Institute; Carriage House
University of California,- - Santa Cruz'
- , Santa Cruz. CA 95064 .
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Seniors Drive for Crown;
Final Home Game Saturday
by Hank Sperry .
An end of an era is at hand. The
Fighting Scot baseball team will
wrap up the regular home baseball
season with a double-heade- r a-gai- nst
Oberlin tomon-ow-. but for
the seven seniors who make up the
heart of the team, a chapter in their
lives will come to a close.
Tim Basilone. Harry Eberts. Tim
Kelly. Dave King. Mike Knox. Mark
Kraus. and Bob McFadden will
play their last game at Art Murray
Field tomorrow.
The seniors have played-- a major
role in the phenomenal success the
Scots have enjoyed the past three
years. In 1978 and 1979 the Scots
captured the Northern Division
and reached the finals of the
NCAA Regional playoffs. Last year
the Scots missed a bid for a third
consecutive division crown but still
made it to the Regional finals.
' But there is an empty space in
the baseball trophy case, and the
seven seniors would like nothing
more than to help fill it. The Scots
have not won the Ohio Confer-
ence Crown outright during the
tenure of coach Bob Morgan,
playing second -- fiddle to Marietta
twice. But that could change this
year.
A sweep of Oberlin tomorrow
would assure the Scots the North-
ern Division Championship. After
that it's off to Marietta to battle the
Pioneers for the Ohio Conference
Championship .
And for seven seniors that OAC
summit eclipses the setting sun.
THE WEEK
April 30
Wooster 8, Mt. Union 4
At- - home, the Scots took
another big step toward Northern
Division supremacy with an 8-- 4
win over the Pilots. With the
victory, the Scots needed to win
only four conference games to
clinch.
Tim Basilone and Bob Schmuck
provided the knockout punches
with three and two RBPs
respectively. Schmuck hit his
seventh home run of the season, a
two-ru- n shot in the seventh inning
which erased Mount's one-ru- n
lead and put the Scots ahead 5-- 4.
Basilone drove home two runners
with a double to cap a big three-ru- n
eighth inning.
Steve Czwakja slammed his
third round-trippe- r of the year, a
solo shot in the eighth. And Tim
KeDy solved Union pitchers,
drilling three hits to raise his
average to .432. Czwakja and
Dave King scored two runs apiece.
Chuck Chokenea pitched 2-2-3
WOOSTER LEADERS
BATTING
Player G AB R H 2B 3B
"
HR AVE RBI
Tim Basilone 31 124 29 55 7 1 7 .444 42
Tim KeDy 30 111 24 48 11 0 1 .432 18
Bob Schmuck 26 81 27 30 3 1 7 .370 34
JimStehlin 27 84 24 31 6 1 2 --369 23
Mark Kraus 29 94 31 30 5 3 0 .319 18
Dave King 27 57 27 18 4 1 4 .316 12
Harry Eberts 28 83 9 24 6 0 0 .289 19
Steve Czwakja 29 98 18 27 51 3 .276 23Mike Knox 31 110 25 29 3 2 5 .264 26
PITCHING
Player G IP H ER SO BB W L ERA
Chuck Chokenea 6 38-1- 3 28 4 38 16 5-- 0 0.94
Dave King 6 30 22 4 20 11 2-- 1 1.19
JimStehlin 3 21 15 4 18 8 3-- 0 1.71
Randy Grubbs 5 17 23 14 5 13 13 2-- 0 2.54
JoeNauer 5 32 23 24 10 36 14 3--0 2.75
Bob McFadden 7 41 34 13 45 13 5--1 2.85
l
I
I
WORLD-WID- E I
TRAVEL
I
SERVICE
TAKES YOU
o I
I
I
L ON E264-9-99 )
Chokenea Earns Accolades
CLEVELAND. Ori -- In pre-
season predictions, it was noted
that the College of Wooster would
field a veteran and strong pitching
staff. That prognosis is proving true
as the Fighting Scots posted their
third pitcher in the OAC Pitching
Star of the Week category.
Junior righthander Chuck
Chokenea from Highland Heights
(OH) follows teammates Bob
McFadden and Dave King into the
honored circle.
Chokenea. listed as the top ERA
pitcher in the nation's Division III
schools two weeks ago with a 0.67
mark, kept that record under the
one-ru- n level with a present 0.94.
j Av Pike's Peak jj
Camera Shop ,
"""" IN THE RAMADA INN j
j: Thanks to the students of j;
! The College of Wooster ;j
; ! for a good year. j !
ft 9m
These seven seniors will be playing their last home game tomorrow (l-r- ): Mike Knox, Dave King,
Mark Kraus, Tim Basilone, Tim Kelly, Harry Eberts and Bob McFadden. Photo by E. S. Infield
perfect innings in relief of Joe
Nauer to pick up the win.
Chokenea now sports, an
unblemished 5-- 0 record on the
year and for his efforts --was
selected as the OAC Star-o- f the-Wee- k.
May 1
Vyooster 13, Cleveland
State 1
At home, the Scots kicked-of- f
Parents' Weekend by thrashing
Cleveland State University. The
folks were treated to a 15-h- it
barrage by the Scots, who
rediscovered that overpowering
offensive attack which had been
missing the past couple of weeks.
Every Wooster player in the
lineup sans one got at least one hit.
Dave King, Tim KeDy and Jim
Stehlin gathered three hits apiece.
Stehlin, in particular, feasted on
C.S.U. pitching. - The freshman
His performance against Mount
Union University earned him the
award this week when he entered
the contest and his teammates
down by one run. Chokenea. wjth
men on second and third and one
out. retired the side and fanned the
next four of six batters. ,and
notched his fifth victory against no
losses as Wooster rallied to an 8--4
triumph. This gave Chokenea a
career record of 17-3- .
0
2fc
sensation collected five RBFs, the
big blow being a bases-loade- d
triple in the six-ru- n seventh inning.
KeDy and Mike Knox scored three
runs apiece in the game.
King went the distance on the
mound to lift his record to 2-- 1. He
kept C.S.U. off balance, allowing
only five hits and striking out six.
The Scots had a scheduled
double-heade- r against Central
State for Saturday, but . the
Buccaneers apparently chickened
out after hearing about the Scots
Scots Tancje With
by Mike Smith
The 1981 tennis season has
been one which coach Doc Sexton
terms "The year of the backboard."
Sexton is referring to the extra-
ordinary number of players who
never do a thing to force an error
on the courts but manage to win by
consistently returning everything
sent at them. They seem to, in a
way 'outlive' their opponents.
What Sexton did not know was
that her players will face the worst
of these "human backboards'' in
the ongoing state tournament.
Brooke Bashore faces a player
from Baldwin Wallace in her first
match and if all goes well, she will
face Ohio Wesleyan. Bashore has
an excellent chance of winning the
tournament at first singles. In the
number two singles position, Ann
Esgar will meet a B--W player and
hopefully get the opportunity to
play second seed Hillary Baskt of
Oberlin, whom Sexton refers to as
the worst of the backboards in the
tournament. Esgar needs to match
Baskt's consistency in order to win.
Janine Boocks at the number
three singles spot beat the number
Uberty StWtooMer
ORLDtCEN
T.I - mww J
2
c
trampling of Cleveland State.
Central State officials called early
Saturday morning to inform
Wooster coach Bob Morgan that
they would not be attending. The
twin bill thus goes into the books
as a pair of 7--0 forfeits in favor or'
the Scots.
Remember, tomorrow will be
your last chance to catch the
Scots in action. As mentioned, the
Scots can clinch the Northern
Division crown with a sweep of the
double-heade- r against Oberlin.
"Backboard Jungfe"
two and three seeds during regular
season play. This is one of Sexton's
strategies. "We do not strive for top
seeds in the state because we
purposely play against the tough-
est teams in the state during the
season." said Sexton. "This way
we will have faced most of the
competition and will ' be better
prepared in the more important
matches." Boocks will face second
the number one seed in Ohio Tish
Reardon from Denison.
Hope Shepherd, who slightly
sprained an ankle earlier this week,
will face the number four seed
from Otterbein. whom she de-
feated earlier rri the season. She
then goes against the number three
seed from OWU. Wendy Bowman
.will meet a player from John
Carroll and then face the number
one seed from Denison.
In doubles action, Wooster's
number two team of Jani Oder and
Shepherd will have a bye in the
first round and will then face the
winner of the Wright State-Wittenber- g
match. The second doubles
combination defeated Wittenberg
during the season. If they win that
match they will face Oberlin. The
number three doubles team faces
Wright State and then Otterbein,
two teams which Sexton did not
get to see during the regular
season.
m in th CbIMOs Mill 5 H U rX Shopping Caatar- -
Scots End
by Dave Bryan "
The Fighting Scots lacrosse team
ended their season with an
impressive 12-- 2 victory over the
Kenyon Lords. "It was a big victory
for us," said coach Art Marangi,
"and showed that the team could
play well together." Two school
records were broken in the game,
also.
The Scots limited the Lords to
the fewest goals ever in a Wooster
game and Jon Pizzarelll broke the
school scoring record (Scott Baxter
with 130). He raised the standard
to 150, scoring five goals and
adding three assists. Also scoring in
the contest were Bill Duke, two
goals and one assist; Steve
Williams, one and one; Pete
Green, one and one; Tom Hebble,
one goal; Rob Toher, one goal; and
Steff Stern had an assist. Special
congratulations go out fo Brian
Sullivan who scored his first career
goal in Wooster's history.
"It was a great win, and by far
the best team performance we
have had all season," said Marangi.
We got complete games from our
in Victory
offense and our defense. Kevin
Balkam defended well in the goal,
recording eleven-save- s. Balkam's
205 saves (665) for the year
and 103 goals allowed, ranks him
nationally.
"Our ball movement was out-
standing and we hit the open man
to perfection. We outhustled Ken-yo- n
on three main aspects:
clearing, riding, and ground balls,
which allowed us to control the
tempo of the game," Marangi said.
"Our turnovers were really low. It
was a great way to end a season!"
The Scots lose' five seniors via
the graduation route. Dave Young,
Ed Wjerzbicki, Glenn Blumenthal,
Jon Pizzarelli, and Wes Geer have
finished their playing careers for
the College. "AD five have made a
great contribution to lacrosse at the
College and have helped establish
a competitive and respectable
program," Marangi commented.
Super lacrosse will be played on
May 16th at 2 p.m. when the Scots
meet the Alumni squad from
recent years.
Teammate Lynette Siegley. placed
also, with a time of 65.6. In the 800
meter Katie Blood and Rachel
Swanger took fourth - and fifth
places with times of 2:32.8 and
2:36.2, respectively. Heather
Murphy took first place in the 400
meter hurdles with a time of 73.7.j
In the 3,000 meter run, Teresa
tallied up more points taking third
place with a time of 11:25. In the
same race, Peggy Elder docked a
fifth place, running time of 12.22.
The 1600 meter relay team of
Katie Blood, Heather Murphy,
Lynette Seigley and Pam Willis
Scot's Softball
The Scots softball team finished
ninth of 14 teams at the Satellite
Tournament this past weekend,
but their performances were
stronger than anyone anticipated.
With only one victory to their
credit during the regular season,
the Scots went to Satellites and
pounded Wittenberg 12-- 0 in the
first round of the double
elimination tournament. But
Wooster met its-mat- ch in Capital
which dealt the Scots an 8--0 loss
and Otterbein which handed
Wooster its second loss, 3-- 1.
"During the season Wittenberg
killed us," said head coach Geri
ess3
"
G J
Women's Track: Likely State Champs
by Peggy Elder
The women's track team con-
tinued its winning streak as they
took first place in the 11 --team
Kenyon Invitational with 165
points. Rio Grande followed with
107, Denison with 75 and Kenyon
with 58. It was a perfect day
weather-wise-, and despite a few
hitches early on, the team per-
formed up to par with mother
nature.
The meet got off to a good start
with the field events, as Woofter
women dominated the long jump
with first, second and third places
going to Robin Mayo, Charlene
Kemp and Darlene Kemp respect-
ively with final jumps of 5m. 43cm.,
5m. 32cm. and 5m. 27cm. In the
discus, both Barb Endel and
Lynette Siegley placed, throwing
the discus 34m. 25cm. and 33m.
15cm. to take third and fourth
place. Barb also took a third in
Javelin with her throw of 32. 60
cm.
The Scots won the . first two
running events of the afternoon. In
the 400 meter relay, the national-boun- d
team of Charlene and
Darlene Kemp, Pam Willis and
Robin Mayo posted a victory, as"
usual, with a slightly slower time
than normal: .only 50.2. hv the
second event, the 5,000, Teresa --
DeGuzman ran a strong race
winning easily with a time of
19:01.4. After this strong start, the.
Scots continued turning in strong
performances in all areas of
competition.
The sprinters did an excellent
job. In the 100 meter dash, Robin,
Charlene and Darlene took first
through 'third places again. The
Kemps came across the line
together with a time of 13.0, while
Robin ran a 12.4. In the 100 meter
hurdles, the Kemps were a tenth of
a second apart, as Charlene won
with a time of 16.1, and Darlene
took second place with 162. In the
200 meter dash, Robin placed first
with a time of 25.7, Darlene was
second with a time of 26.7.
Performances by the Wooster
Scots continued to be good in the
middle distance events, as well. In
the 400 meter dash, Pam Willis
:won with an" excellent 59.9.
Men's Lacrosse team capped off
placed second with a time of
4:24.8. The 3000 meter relay team
of Penny Price, Karin Hauschild,
Marjorie Molder and Rachel
Swanger took a fifth place with a
time of 11:42.8.
Craig Penney, the women's
coach, was very pleased with the
"super effort." He believes the
women will be ready to put forth
their "maximum effort" again this
weekend at the Wooster Invita-
tional which will determine the
state champion.
Beats Tigers
Knortz. "But we were so psyched
that we put it all together. I was
very pleased and proud of the
team's spirit and enthusiasm
during the season and in the
Satellites."
The Scots have wrapped up
their season now but Knortz is
optimistic about the future. "They
gave everything they had, their
attitude was great, the
improvement was super. It was the
best season I had coaching," said
the Wooster mentor. "If everyone
returns next year we could be very
strong."
Record: 2-1-1 overall
t:s '-fW- J.
764 Pittsburgh
Avenue
"The Pizza with the Big Secret!
' Made to Order - Cheese, PepperonL. Sausage,
Mushrooms, Anchovies. Peppers. Onions
Unbaked pizza to go
Also Serving Italian - American Foods
WELCOME TO WOOSTER!
Come See Us: Phone
Weekdays-Bp- . m. -- 1a.m. 253-01- 90
TTH Sa.t.-5D.m.-2a.- m. 262-713-6
Siindav Carrv-Ou- t Only 5-1-2, Closed Tues.
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their season shellacking the Lord's 12-- 2. Photo by John Crazier.
A League Men's IM Softball Standings
5581
Division A Won Lost Division B Won Lost
1. US- - 6 0 1. Force 10 5 0
2. 6 A 5 0 2. 7 A 4 0
3. Oat I 3 1 3. 5 A 3 0
4. The Wasps 3 1 4. FacultyAdmin. 4 1
5. The Apes 3 2 5. Douglass 3 3
6. Rossford Lounge 2 5 6. Douglass West. 2 2
7. 5 AA 1 2 7. 1st Section 1 3
& Beach Bums 0 2 & Oat D 139. Heathens 0 3 9. 6 AA 1410. Crandall 0 3 10. La Machine 1 4
11 7AA 0 5 11. 69er's 0 5
Scot's Lose
Only one game stood between
The College of Wooster women's
lacrosse team and the AIAW
National Tournament. But rival
Denison defeated the Scots, 13-- 5
and will represent the region at
nationals May 5-8- .
Before meeting Denison the
Scots downed Ohio Wes leyan 12-- 7
to reach the finals of the regional
College Tournament. "We were
slow coming out both halves
. M
in Regionals
against Wes leyan, but we still
managed to score the goals when
it counted, said coach Terri
Prodoehl. "And we didn't oet it
together until the second half
against Denison and by then the
score was 11-0.- "
This week the Scots will return
to regular season play as they host
Wittenberg on Tuesday and Ohio
State this coming Thursday. -
Record: 6-5-- 1 overall
17 i X
i J 149 E Liberty St.-Woos- ter. Ohio-216-264-75- 75 : . ?
j j J For the Unique t
ji X
, Graduation Gift 6
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Senior Scott Steffen crosses a barrier in the Steeplechase during the Wooster Invitational. Photo by
R. Pelagalli.
Scots Improve Record to 9-- 2; Coach
Looks for Tough Struggle at OAC's
by Mike Smith
The men's tennis team
lengthened their winning streak by
rolling past Heidelberg 8--1 on
Saturday. Coach Hayden Schilling
admitted that the match was
closer than the lopsided score
indicates.
In their last home matches of
their Wooster careers, Drew
Levinson and Paul Wardlaw
defeated their fourth and first
singles opponents respectively.
Levinson put away his opponent in
three sets; 1-- 6, 6-- 4, 6--3 and
Wardlaw won handily; 6-1- , 7-- 5.
Both players have had solid
records throughout their four
years at Wooster and have played
a key role in Wooster 's current 9-- 2
overall season record.
In other singles action, John
Thomas dropped a match at the
number two spot 2-- 6, 0-- 6, and
freshman John Laurie won at third
singles 7-- 5, 6-- 3. Two other
freshmen, John Morlidge -- and
Dave Oancea also won in straight
sets. Morlidge handed his fifth
singles opponent a 6-- 2, 6-- 2 defeat
and Oancea won at the number six
spot 6-- 3, 6-- 4. Doubles combina-
tions worked together very well
against Heidelberg. Wardlaw and
Laurie won easily 6-- 3, 6-- 3 at first
doubles; ' Thomas and Morlidge .
won at second doubles 6-- 0, 6-- 2,
and Levinson and Greg Koski
took a victory in three sets 7-- 5, 4--6,
6-- 2. "These combinations of
upperclassmen and freshmen
seem to work out well," said
Schilling.
After a match with a strong
Denison team on Thursday, the
Scots head into the OAC
Championships held this year at
Oberlin. "There are six strong
teams in the OAC and any one of
them is capable of winning on a
given day," remarked Schilling.
Schilling was referring to Wooster,
Denison, Ohio Wesleyan,
Kenyon, Mt. Union and
Wittenberg. "I think that it is going
to be up to our doubles teams to
come through with key victories,"
said Schilling, "as our singles have
been strong throughout the year."
To give an indication of how strong
those singles records are, here are
the six singles players and their
records as of May 5: Paul Wardlaw
at first singles 9-- 4, John Thomas at
second singles 9--2, John Laurie at
third singles 10-1- , Drew Levinson
at fourth singles 8--5, John
Morlidge at fifth singles 10-1- , and
Dave Oancea at sixth singles 9-- 2.
This should give Wooster
excellent seeding in most singles
spots. Schilling remarked that
Wardlaw's 7--4 record is an
indication of just how tough the
competition is at the number one
singles position. "
I
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Freshman Gary Ferner vaults 1 1 feet in the Wooster Invitational
Saturday. Photo by R. Pelagalli.
; 1 We have Banquet Facilities II - ;
for Section Parties ftW' 'B.Y.O.B. Allowed. llp
I Owned by C.O.W. Grad J
g'AMISH HOME COOKING" !
: V DINING ROOM SALAD BY RESEflVATKLJL FAMILY STYLF BAR ORWALK-l- N
5 7) . CLOSED SUNDAYfXl ) J "COW MNf WITH US , .
J
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Metz Garners Two Firsts
by Jim Coafh
In men's weekend track action,
the Scots placed fourth out of five
teams, Grove City won with 94,
followed by Oberlin (53), Ohio
Northern (52), Wooster (45),
and Kenyon (41).
John Metz turned in the most
impressive performance placing
first in the 800 with a time of 1:57.4,
and first in the 1500 with 4.01.8.
Also giving a strong performance
was the 1600 meter relay team,
who placed third at 3:38.4. In the
110 high hurdles, Earle Wise was
third with a time of 16.1, and Goeff
Thomas was fourth at 16.15. The
Scot's 400 meter relay placed third
with a 45.0. Andy Baird placed
by Jim Coath
The men's golf team at The
College of Wooster -- finished
seventh in a field of seven this. past
weekend at the Indiana University
of Pa. Invitational.
Host Indiana of Pa. won their
own invitational and was followed
by Perm State and California State
of Pa., who won Wooster's
Beckler-Parlo- r Invitational three
weeks ago.
The Scots shot a team 487, in
which Dan Iceman shot a 76, top
on the squad for the day. Tal Selby
shot a 77 for the eighteen holes
where
fourth in the 800 at 1:58.0. In the
steeplechase, Greg Tonian had a
time of 10:03.4 for fifth place.
In the field events, John Srock
placed third, throwing the shot 41-- 1
1 and Gary Femer was fifth in the
pole vault at 11 feet.
Then on Tuesday Wooster beat
Hiram at home, by a close 73 to 72
score. First place finishers were
Srock, Tonian, Baird, Thomas,
Jackson, Metz, and Wise.
Four Scots will travel to Baldwin
Wallace for conferences Friday
and --Saturday including Kevin
Quinn and Steve Goodwin in the
800, Tim Jackson in the triple jump
and long jump, and Earle Wise in
the 400 I.M. hurdles.
Linksters at OAC's Today
Take bus 20 from Airport to N E
1st St. & NE. 1st Ave. (transfer
point): to bus 9. 10 or 12 N to
Hotel on 14th Street
with Scott Eisen trout's 84 being
the next lowest score. Jay West,
Bill Bingham and Kevin Brode
rounded out the top six with
scores of 83, 84, and 85
respectively.
"We go into the OAC
Championships with not a whole
lot of firepower. "We've practiced
at OSU where the OAC's will be
held Thursday," said coach Bob
Nye. "But half our squad never
played on this course and we need
it. We look to keep our poise and
be ready for this big match," Nye
commented with confidence.
(The 'Sophisticates of IraieO
Ouiet: clean: casual: friendly. Walk
to OMNI shopping mall: theatres:
gracious pubs: & discos. Fishing:
parks, beach - 5 mins by bus
Budget: $12.00 -- $18 50 Single
$18 50 - $28 50 Double
Old fashioned hospitality
Photo ID required at door.
You'll be made most
welcome'
SJtllarii (Bariiru iSottl
"7"he friendship oi those we setre the Fnundtttmn nt nut Pro
124 N.E. 14th S-t- Miami. Florida Tel: (305) 374-9- 1 12
COPIES COPIES
INDEPENDENT STUDIES
Resumes
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Reports
Tickets
Program $
rfigh Speed EM Copier-- 10 a copy
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